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Abstract
Silk Fibroin is one the most ancient materials used in medical applications, however very few devices, except sutures, are approved from FDA or have achieved CE mark.
Silk Biomaterials (SILK) is a medical technology Italian start-up established in 2014 to develop innovative technologies for medical implantable devices based on silk fibroin. Its ambition is the in-vivo regeneration of human tissues by harnessing the natural properties of silk and experimenting with the first fibroin-made grafts for tissue repair procedures. The long-term objective is to create a solid technology platform for regenerative medicine and other specific procedures (vascular grafts and ligaments reconstruction, dura mater, skin repair, etc.).
In these years SILK is working on several devices for different clinical needs and, therefore, different implantation sites. We started talks with the FDA for some of these to define the correct experimental and regulatory pathways. As a function of the clinical need, the devices have different requirements about e.g. morphology, mechanical properties, degradation rate.
Those different requirements have to be assessed with unique experimental plans according with the regulatory requests of FDA or European Notified Bodies.
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